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Based on the initial assessment, should the dataset be 
removed or restricted during the investigation to mitigate 

potential legal risk? (Consider obtaining legal advice.)

Remove the dataset from  
the public domain while  

following up on the concerns

Consider posting a notice to inform 
users that the dataset is under review

Contact the corresponding author. Request comments 
on the concerns, supporting documentation as needed, 

and information about other affected content

Does the author respond?

Yes
Evaluate 

comments  
and materials 

received

No

Optional: Seek  
input from a legal 
adviser, if needed

CONTINUES ON PAGE 2

Consider contacting the institution to ask 
if they would like to investigate before you 
take further action, per CLUE guidelines

Yes

CONCERNS ARE RAISED TO THE DATA PUBLISHER

Confirm receipt and state that the issue will be looked into

Evaluate the nature, validity, and severity of the concerns
Notify parties hosting related content of the 
concerns and that you are following up

FOLLOW-UP AS 
APPROPRIATE BASED 
ON THE OUTCOME OF 

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEWInstitution provides 
recommendation

Institution is not contacted, does  
not respond by the deadline, cannot 

be reached, or does not provide  
a timely recommendation

Proceed per rest of flow chart

Does the institution ask that you await  
their input before proceeding?

Await 
input

Institution advises 
proceeding or does 

not respond

Attempt to contact co-authors

No

Consider raising the matter to the attention of the  
authors’ institution or the institution who owns the data,  

and request their review and recommendation

No

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5391293
https://zenodo.org/record/7896759
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://publicationethics.org/
https://force11.org/


1.  Journal editors/publishers: In cases where concerns are confirmed, it may be necessary to republish, retract, and/or remove the article or dataset. In deciding  
how to proceed, consider the extent to which the data in question affect the article, how data availability issues impact the article’s compliance with editorial policies, 
and the extent to which the article’s content needs to be modified to mitigate the risk. Pursue editorial action (e.g. correction, Expression of Concern, retraction) as 
warranted according to journal policies and COPE guidance.

2.  The tombstone page is a page that indicates that there was previously a data record which is no longer available, this should not note the reasons behind the  
dataset removal.
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No

Link the data 
identifier to a 

tombstone page2

Complete  
relevant checks  
and publish the 
updated dataset

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Do the authors have the requisite permissions  
to collect, use, and publish the data, if relevant,  

or can they obtain retroactive permissions?

Dataset update required 
to remove protected or 

third-party data,  
or to address other  

legal concerns

Restore access  
to the dataset  

if this was  
previously removed

Ask authors 
to provide an 

updated dataset 
and/or restrict data 
access as needed

Remove  
the dataset

Concerns about 
permissions are 
resolved based 

on information or 
documents received

Data collection  
and/or use ok, but  
lack permission to  
share data publicly

Yes

Journals: 
Indicate on 

article if data 
will be made 

available upon 
request, or take 
other action as 
needed if the 
data sharing 

restriction does 
not align with 
journal policy 

Repositories 
with option 
to restrict 
access:  

Restore the 
dataset  

if removed 
at initial 

assessment 
and update 

permissions to 
restrict access

Repositories 
without restricted 

access option: 

Restore access to 
the dataset, if it was 

removed at initial 
assessment stage

NOTIFY PERSON WHO RAISED THE 
CONCERN, AUTHORS, AND AFFECTED 

THIRD PARTIES OF CASE OUTCOME

No risk

Consider posting a public 
notice on the dataset to 
provide users relevant 

information or to notify users 
of unresolved concerns

Does the data publisher consider the perceived risk 
sufficient to warrant formal action on the dataset?

Yes1
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